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Web Development With SAS by ExampleSAS Institute, 2006
SAS Web Technologies provide a comprehensive set of tools for creating and deploying Web applications. This book is an attempt to bring together in one volume a set of examples to illustrate the major issues in Web development, using the tools available from SAS as the building blocks. It is intended both as a general introduction to Web...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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Math You Can't Use: Patents, Copyright, and SoftwareBrookings Institution Press, 2005
The field of software is awash in disputes.  Market participants and analysts routinely disagree on how computer programs should be produced, marketed, regulated, and sold.  On one subject, however, just about everyone can agree:  the current intellectual property protection regime for software is a mess.  At present, all of the traditional means...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Discrete, Continuous, and Hybrid Petri NetsSpringer, 2010

	Petri Nets were introduced and still successfully used to analyze and model discrete event systems especially in engineering and computer sciences such as in automatic control.


	Recently this discrete Petri Nets formalism was successfully extended to continuous and hybrid systems. This monograph presents a well written and clearly...
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Computer Arithmetic: Algorithms and Hardware DesignsOxford University Press, 1999

	Ideal for graduate and senior undergraduate level courses in computer arithmetic and advanced digital design, Computer Arithmetic: Algorithms and Hardware Designs provides a balanced, comprehensive treatment of computer arithmetic, covering topics in arithmetic unit design and circuit implementation that complement the architectural...
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How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Anything can be measured. This bold assertion is the key to solving many problems in business and life in general. The myth that certain things can't be measured is a significant drain on our nation's economy, public welfare, the environment, and even national security. In fact, the chances are good that some part of your life...
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Understanding Diabetes: A Biochemical PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A clear explanation of the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of diabetes


	Written for a broad range of readers, including students, researchers, policymakers, health care providers, and diabetes patients and caregivers, this book explains the underlying biochemistry and physiology of diabetes mellitus. Each chapter contains a...
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Robert's Rules of Innovation: A 10-Step Program for Corporate SurvivalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Robert's Rules of Innovation is all about how to Create and Sustain Innovation in Ten key Imperatives. Whether you are a novice or expert, RROI will help start or finetune your abilities so you can Innovate and Thrive!
	
		Look for The Art Of Implementation, Robert's Rules of Innovation II, a sequel and practical...
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Go Web ProgrammingManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go Web Programming teaches you how to build scalable, high-performance web applications in Go using modern design principles.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	...
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Mastering RedminePackt Publishing, 2013

	Redmine is an open source gem for project management, and this book shows you how to exploit its features to the max. Written as a practical tutorial, it's also the perfect reference guide to have by your side.


	Overview

	
		Use Redmine in the most effective manner and learn to master it.
	...
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Clojure for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Write apps for the multithreaded world with Clojure's flavor of functional programming
	
		Discover Clojure's features and advantages and use them in your existing projects
	
		The book is designed so that you'll be able put to use your existing skills and software knowledge...
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